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INTRODUCTION

Simulation has gained widespread acceptance as 
an educational tool for cultivating teamwork skills 
among healthcare professionals. There are many 
advantages stated for simulation: it offers repetitive 
practice for deliberate skill enhancement, ensuring 
safety for both learners and patients. The scheduling 
flexibility accommodates facilitators and learners 
alike, while computer-based systems enable 
self-directed learning with performance feedback, 
eliminating the need for facilitator intervention. 
Globally, the recognition of simulation as a training 
method in various fields of medical sciences is 
gaining traction.

However, its widespread adoption for imparting 
non-technical or ‘soft’ skills, specifically teamwork 
training, is still evolving. The global acknowledgement 
of the importance of training healthcare learners 

in these skills, crucial for minimising medical 
errors linked to non-technical shortcomings, has 
elevated the significance of teaching these skills in 
resident training worldwide. Anaesthesiologists, 
pioneering this approach, recognised the aptness of 
simulation-based education (SBE) for anaesthesia 
training due to the high stakes in patient safety, 
replicable cardiovascular and respiratory scenarios in 
simulators, a finite set of common resident challenges 
and the prevalence of issues in the operation theatre, 
making in situ simulation highly effective.
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This review aspires to catalyse a broader adoption 
of simulation within the anaesthesia teaching 
community, fostering its integration into mainstream 
education.

METHODS

This narrative review was undertaken to investigate 
the application of SBE in anaesthesiology, specifically 
for the training of anaesthesia residents in managing 
perioperative challenges. This review focused on 
English literature, employing keywords such as 
simulation, anaesthesia, intraoperative, perioperative, 
postoperative, training, non-technical and crisis. 
Google Scholar and PubMed served as the primary 
platforms for this search. In addition, the authors 
manually scrutinised references from the selected 
articles, identifying those deemed pertinent to 
augment the discussion.

From the extensive pool of over 1000 articles, a 
judicious selection of 68 was made through purposive 
sampling, guided by relevance criteria. This technique 
was also applied to explore themes not covered in 
the initial search, such as medical errors, low-cost 
simulation in anaesthesia and virtual reality (VR) 
simulation. Subsequently, all identified articles 
underwent rigorous screening, resulting in the final 
compilation of papers incorporated into this review.

DISCUSSION

Patient safety stands as the linchpin in contemporary 
health care, with growing litigation, societal scrutiny 
and information accessibility necessitating heightened 
awareness among healthcare practitioners regarding 
the origins and prevention of medical errors. This 
imperative is particularly pronounced in the field of 
anaesthesia, where the repercussions of such errors 
can be severe. Before delving into strategies to address 
these challenges, it is essential to explore the nature 
of medical errors briefly. The National Coordinating 
Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention 
has catalogued various types of medical errors, 
[Table 1].

‘To Err Is Human’ was a landmark report by the 
Institute of Medicine (IOM) in 1999, which opened the 
eyes of the healthcare fraternity to the risk of medical 
errors. This report estimated that medical errors cause 
injury to approximately 3% of hospital patients and 
result in a minimum of 44,000 and perhaps as many 

as 98,000 deaths per year in the USA.[1] James Reason 
studied errors across industries and categorised them 
as ‘slips’, ‘lapses’ and ‘mistakes’. A slip is when an 
action is not executed, for example, not putting in a 
drain when indicated. Lapses are caused by forgetting, 
for example, forgetting to order blood before surgery. 
In both slips and lapses, things do not go according 
to plan, but the plan itself is sound. Mistakes happen 
when a plan itself is faulty. An example would be not 
having a backup plan for difficult tracheal intubation, 
causing patient harm when primary intubation fails.[2]

Studies examining errors in anaesthesia practice 
reveal a complex interplay of factors, including 
communication lapses, negligence, medication errors 
and human-related mistakes. Consensus points 
to medication errors as the most prevalent, with 
frequencies ranging from 0.075% to 0.7%.[3] In India, 
a study pinpointed the pressure to expedite tasks as 
a significant contributor to medication errors in the 
operating room.[4] Human error emerges as a dominant 
factor, implicated in over 80% of critical incidents 
in anaesthesia.[5] Another study also underscores 
its importance, attributing 66% of incidents, many 
deemed critical, to human error. Acknowledging 
the ubiquity of errors in health care and exploring 
training-based solutions to reduce their occurrence is 
imperative.[6]

Table 1: Types of Medical Errors Adapted from National 
Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and 

Prevention (NCC MERP, 2001).© 2024 National Coordinating 
Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention

Category Description
Category A Circumstances or events that have the capacity to 

cause error
Category B An error occurred, but the error did not reach the 

patient (an ‘error of omission’ does reach the patient)
Category C An error occurred that reached the patient but did not 

cause the patient harm.
Category D An error occurred that reached the patient and 

required monitoring to confirm that it resulted in no 
harm to the patient and/or required intervention to 
preclude harm.

Category E An error occurred that may have contributed to or 
resulted in temporary harm to the patient and required 
intervention.

Category F An error occurred that may have contributed to or 
resulted in temporary harm to the patient and required 
initial or prolonged hospitalisation.

Category G An error occurred that may have contributed to or 
resulted in permanent patient harm.

Category H An error occurred that required the intervention 
necessary to sustain life.

Category I An error occurred that may have contributed to or 
resulted in the patient’s death.

 No Error,  Error, No Harm,  Error, Death,  Error, Harm
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Teamwork and crisis resource management
Crisis resource management (CRM) involves 
the essential principles for navigating critical 
situations.[7] It encompasses leadership, 
communication, followership, mutual support, 
situational awareness and decision-making, 
collectively known as human factors or non-techncial 
skills (NTS). In the realm of health care, where the 
majority of errors stem from deficiencies in these 
skills, training in high-performance interdisciplinary 
teams is vital. Efficient teams, defined as groups 
working towards a common mission, enhance patient 
outcomes, emphasising the need for team training, 
especially in perioperative care.[8]

Interdisciplinary teams in perioperative settings, 
comprising anaesthesiologists, nursing staff, 
therapists and surgeons, necessitate collaborative 
training. Interdisciplinary team training, notably 
through SBE, enhances performance in various 
aspects of CRM skills.[9] SBE proves invaluable for 
postgraduate residents to internalise the management 
of common anaesthetic challenges like hypotension or 
bronchospasm and practice rare situations multiple 
times, ensuring preparedness for clinical occurrences 
like malignant hyperthermia or thyroid crises. 
Table 2 highlights many common and rare crises 
that anaesthesia trainees face in the perioperative 
period. These have been subclassified as preoperative, 
intraoperative and postoperative crises.

With the progress of simulator technology, there 
is a wide choice of simulators available to train 
anaesthesia residents in perioperative CRM scenarios. 
Variety of mannequins including Human Patient 
Simulator (HPS) are available. HPS is the only 
mannequin in the market with built-in gas recognition 
software, enabling it to recognise oxygen and volatile 
anaesthetics when administered through a face mask 
or endotracheal tube. The mannequin responds 
appropriately to the inhaled gases, just as a real 
patient would. It also exhales carbon dioxide with 
end-tidal values that adjust according to the clinical 
situation. The mannequin interfaces with real clinical 
monitors, not only for the electrocardiogram (ECG) 
trace (which all the other mannequins also do) but 
for other parameters like noninvasive blood pressure, 
central venous pressure, invasive arterial blood 
pressure, oxygen saturation, etc. This mannequin also 
has a drug recognition system, whereby it reads the 
bar-coded syringes for drug name and concentration, 
estimates the volume injected and produces an 

appropriate physiological response. This mannequin 
interfaces seamlessly with clinical ventilators and 
can even trigger the ventilator. Laerdal (SimMan 3G 
Plus) and Gaumard (HAL® S5301) are also capable 
mannequins widely used for anaesthesia training, 
though their features are more limited. They do not, 
for example, have a physical gas recognition capability 
and only recognise gases when delivered through the 
software. SimMan 3G Plus is interfaced with ASL 5000 
Lung Solution to interact realistically with clinical 
ventilators. New technology also allows some of these 
mannequins to interface with software-driven virtual 

Table 2: Perioperative crisis scenarios
Preoperative crisis
• Compromised airway
• Foreign body aspiration
• Cardiac events: Acute myocardial infarction, unstable angina 

or severe arrhythmias before surgery
• Respiratory distress: Sudden exacerbation of respiratory 

conditions (e.g. asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease)

• Neurological emergencies: Stroke, seizures or neurological 
deterioration

• Haemodynamic instability: Rapid and severe changes in blood 
pressure or heart rate

• Medication errors
• Septic shock
Intraoperative crisis
• Anaesthesia machine failure
• High spinal/total spinal
• Uncontrolled bleeding: Excessive bleeding during surgery, 

leading to hypovolemic shock
• Anaesthetic-related issues: Malignant hyperthermia, 

anaphylaxis or inadequate reversal of neuromuscular blockade
• Cardiovascular events: Cardiac arrest, arrhythmias or 

hypertensive crises
• Airway and respiratory complications: Difficult intubation, 

airway obstruction, aspiration, desaturation, high airway 
pressure, bronchospasm, laryngospasm

• Intraoperative hypoglycaemia
• Delayed recovery
• Local anaesthetic systemic toxicity (LAST)
Postoperative crisis:
• Respiratory complications: Airway obstruction, respiratory 

distress
• Cardiovascular events: Myocardial infarction, arrhythmias
• Haemorrhage and shock: Post-tonsillectomy bleeding, 

hypovolemic shock or thyroid haematoma
• Neurological issues: Stroke, seizures
• Renal complications: Acute kidney injury
• Thromboembolic events: Deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary 

embolism, or disseminated intravascular coagulation
• Metabolic disturbances: Diabetic ketoacidosis, metabolic 

acidosis or electrolyte abnormalities
• Pain management issues: Inadequate pain control or adverse 

reactions to pain medications
• Psychological and behavioural reactions: Postoperative 

delirium, emergence delirium
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defibrillators and ventilators, thus obviating the need 
for real clinical equipment.

Simulation extends beyond theoretical teaching, 
providing a safe environment for residents to learn 
from mistakes without consequences for real patients. 
The simulation environment allows residents to 
comprehend the repercussions of errors, fostering 
effective skills in managing critical conditions. 
Moreover, interprofessional training fosters 
collaboration and coordination among healthcare 
professionals, offering valuable benefits in patient 
care.[10]

Simulation-based learning is a potent tool for 
developing healthcare professionals’ knowledge, 
skills and attitudes, offering a structured approach 
to teaching teamwork competencies, particularly 
for interdisciplinary teams. This method fosters 
a systematic decision-making process with 
opportunities for repeated practice until proficiency 
is attained, and it can assess the progression of 
these proficiencies. Teamwork training in simulated 
environments complements traditional didactic 
instruction, potentially enhancing performance and 
reducing errors.[11]

There is a growing understanding that most medical 
adverse events result from deficiencies in these 
skills rather than a lack of technical proficiency. The 
World Health Organization (WHO), in its patient 
safety document, has stated that ‘common adverse 
events that may result in avoidable patient harm 
are medication errors, unsafe surgical procedures, 
healthcare-associated infections, diagnostic 
errors, patient falls, pressure ulcers, patient 
misidentification, unsafe blood transfusion and 
venous thromboembolism’.[12] Most items in this list 
pertain to non-technical rather than technical skills. 
Similarly, a Japanese study found that in a cohort 
of 73 fatal medical accidents, if the natural disease 
progression cases were excluded, 34 of the remaining 
40 cases were due to NTSs.[13]

A transformative shift in the approach to anaesthesia 
education is imperative for the comprehensive 
adoption of the CRM approach. Emphasising this 
need, one study highlights the historical emphasis 
on technical proficiency over human interaction, 
espousing the critical role of information flow 
in high-acuity settings like operating rooms and 
emergency departments.[14]

The significance of NTS in anaesthesia has been 
underscored in an article, arguing that the postgraduate 
curriculum has traditionally focused on clinical 
knowledge and skills, neglecting NTS. The authors 
stress that NTSs play a pivotal role in ensuring team 
members’ safe and efficient task performance, thereby 
mitigating the errors attributed to human factor issues 
during the perioperative period.[15]

Does simulation work?
It is unequivocally established that simulation 
significantly enhances learners’ technical and 
teamwork skills, effectively identifying and rectifying 
errors in anaesthesia.[6] Numerous studies attest to its 
efficacy in teaching basic science, clinical knowledge, 
procedural skills, teamwork and communication 
across undergraduate and graduate medical 
education levels.[16] A training programme aimed at 
personal protective equipment (PPE) use significantly 
reduced the amount of self-contamination by study 
participants. The authors suggest that such training 
should be incorporated into the curriculum to 
reduce the risk of pathogen transmission.[17] In the 
international arena, simulation training is integral to 
the residency curriculum, prioritising clinical skills 
as a paramount learning outcome.[18] The majority 
of anaesthesia simulation training is targeted at the 
perioperative period. A notable example is Holzman’s 
anaesthesia crisis resource management (ACRM) 
training course, conducted in a realistic operating 
theatre environment with various scenarios, 
garnering positive feedback for enhancing the safety 
of anaesthesia practice.[19] Scenarios included an 
overdose of inhalation anaesthetic, oxygen source 
failure, cardiac arrest, malignant hyperthermia, 
tension pneumothorax and complete power failure. 
Simulation, recognised as the cornerstone of CRM 
training, demonstrates results across Kirkpatrick 
levels 1–3 and, in some cases, even at Level 4, 
demonstrating its efficacy in imparting these skills 
through SBE.[20]

Evidence highlights the benefits of repeated simulation 
training for novice anaesthesia trainees, enhancing 
intrapersonal factors and communication performance. 
Notably, focused teaching fosters the development of 
assertive behaviours.[21] The perioperative setting, too, 
witnessed improved NTSs following simulation-based 
training.[22] Gaba, in an editorial in the British Journal 
of Anaesthesia, makes a strong case for anaesthesia 
team training after noting the success of such training 
in other fields like aviation.[23]
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This wealth of evidence has spurred the establishment 
of simulation centres globally, catering to healthcare 
professionals at all experience levels, particularly 
anaesthesiologists.

Imparting simulation‑based training
Integrating SBE into existing residency curricula is 
paramount to conducting simulation-based sessions 
effectively. Without this integration, teaching NTSs 
becomes inconsistent, risking unequal experiential 
learning and potential educational gaps. Curriculum 
development helps by providing a clear course 
structure, specifying learning outcomes as per the 
learners’ needs, engaging the learners and enhancing 
teaching effectiveness; for the facilitators, a structured 
curriculum helps teachers organise and present 
learning effectively and keeps educators updated with 
educational trends.[24] Interprofessional simulations 
are crucial for CRM training, especially in anaesthesia, 
where teamwork is integral.[7]

It is very much possible to implement SBE in the 
existing curriculum for the Indian anaesthesia 
postgraduate programme. Kazior et al.[25] demonstrated 
that it is feasible to implement such a curriculum, and 
it is rewarding for trainees.

Alongside integration, allocating specific time for 
deliberate practice is essential for NTS acquisition. 
Deliberate practice involves a planned repetitive 
performance with a clear-cut outcome in mind and 
with focused feedback at each step.[26]

When designing teamwork skills sessions, adhering to 
sound educational theory and assessing the teamwork 
process and outcomes with reliability and validity 
standards is crucial.[27] It has also been shown that a 
brief team planning session before participating in a 
team training session improves performance[28], as 
does cognitive aids, which may potentially improve 
emergency care.[29]

Checklists have proven invaluable in the airline 
industry for improving performance in crises. Pilots 
have checklists for routine tasks like before, after, and 
before landing. Even though these tasks are routine, 
these checklists ensure that all the necessary steps are 
taken to ensure the safe operation of the flight. Pilots 
also have checklists for emergencies that happen 
rarely but can have disastrous consequences. These 
checklists act as a ready reference in case of in-flight 
emergencies, as it is humanly impossible to remember 

the steps for all the emergencies that can occur. 
Though checklists also occur in health care (e.g. the 
WHO operative checklists), they are not there for 
many common emergencies that anaesthesiologists 
are likely to face. Studies have shown that checklists 
are invaluable in improving patient outcomes.[30] An 
easy-to-remember ‘Check CRISIS’ tool, incorporating 
the anaesthesia practice’s non-technical and technical 
skills, would help handle the crisis effortlessly in 
stressful situations.[31]

Shared mental models fostering situational awareness 
further improve team performance. Briefings before 
anticipated challenging patient management problems 
contribute to the shared mental model among the team 
members, facilitating successful patient outcomes 
during crises.[32]

Low‑cost simulation solutions
Resistance to adopting SBE often stems from the 
misconception that simulation is inherently costly. 
It is crucial to dispel this notion, understanding that 
simulation is an educational modality that can be 
delivered in various formats, ranging from simulated 
patient actors to role plays and basic mannequins. 
Low-cost simulation solutions are emerging as a 
possibility in their own right across the world, and not 
just in developing countries. Examples include animal 
models,[33] low-cost task trainers[34] and team trainers 
employing basic mannequins paired with affordable or 
freely downloadable patient monitors, exemplified by 
platforms like Medsim Studio (https://medsimstudio.
com/).

Innovative ideas have emerged to convert such low-cost 
systems into so-called high-fidelity systems.[35] Many 
of these innovations stem from the necessity of 
delivering SBE in low-resource settings.[36] Particularly 
in a country like ours, where funding for training 
often takes a backseat to patient care, the belief in the 
utility of SBE and the commitment to integrate it into 
the postgraduate curriculum can overcome financial 
constraints.

Here, it is important to visit the concept of fidelity. 
In simple terms, fidelity is the degree to which the 
simulation mimics reality. There has been a lot of 
debate in simulation circles around the concept 
of fidelity. Task alignment to resemble the actions 
required in a real task (functional fidelity) is more 
important than physical fidelity. For example, the skills 
involved in a laparoscopic procedure can be imparted 
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using a fruit like clementine, compared to costly 
virtual reality (VR) laparoscopic simulators. This is 
because the skills involved in peeling and resuturing 
the fruit are akin to those required for dissection and 
suturing in actual patient laparoscopic surgeries.[37] 
Likewise, suppose participants in a simulation session 
believe that what they are doing is real (psychological 
fidelity). This can compensate for the lack of realism 
in the equipment (including the simulator) and the 
environment. The software-controlled mannequins 
(so-called high-fidelity mannequins) may have 
lesser fidelity for tasks not designed for, like tracheal 
intubation, starting intravenous lines, examination of 
heart and lung sounds, etc., compared to task trainers 
explicitly manufactured for these purposes. The 
simulation world is moving away from the term ‘high 
fidelity’ to describe these mannequins. These terms 
are still in common use, and so, for the purpose of 
this article, we will continue to use these terms for 
ease of understanding. Much more important than the 
equipment is the pedagogy underpinning simulation 
education. Trained facilitators with minimal resources 
can provide trainees with experiences equalling 
those provided in fancy, highly realistic simulation 
environments. Understanding the resources available 
and advocating for protected educator time is essential 
to implementing a successful simulation curriculum.[38] 
It has been shown that for novice learners, a higher 
level of fidelity may increase the cognitive load on the 
learner to the point of overwhelming them, effectively 
decreasing learning. Hence, beginners would be better 
off starting with low-fidelity simulation and moving 
up as they gain experience. Low-fidelity simulation 
may also be preferred when training on skills that call 
for repeated practice.[39] Another study demonstrated 
no added benefit from training on a costly VR model 
concerning transferring skills to intraoperative patient 
care. The authors suggested that low-fidelity models 
for training are an alternative for programmes with 
budgetary constraints.[40] A study comparing the use 
of either a high- or a low-fidelity simulated Advanced 
Life Support training demonstrated that the use of 
high-fidelity simulation led to equal or even worse 
performance and growth in knowledge compared to 
low-fidelity simulation while also inducing undesirable 
effects such as overconfidence.[41] In another study, 
there was no significant difference between residents 
trained on high- versus low-fidelity mannequins for 
neonatal intubation at baseline, immediately after 
training and 6–9 months after training.[42] Low-cost 
simulators can make the simulation more accessible, 

allow transport to different sites, and reduce repair 
and maintenance costs. Various props can be used to 
improve the realism when using such mannequins. 
These include using moulage, downloadable patient 
monitor software, designing realistic scenarios, and 
good pre-brief and debriefing. Hill et al. demonstrated 
that low-fidelity simulation proved beneficial for 
preoperative and postoperative scenarios as there 
was less distraction from the high-tech element of 
high-fidelity simulators. This facilitated the thought 
process and action for decision-making.[43]

The main benefit of high-fidelity simulators is the 
realism they inject into the simulation. More experienced 
learners need to suspend disbelief and get the most out 
of the session. It has been suggested that reasoning or 
analytical judgement for professional trainees is better 
with high-fidelity simulators as the cues provided 
by such simulators make it easier to obtain more 
information and arrive at a better action plan.[44]

Anaesthesia NTSs
No discourse on simulation in anaesthesia is complete 
without delving into the Anaesthesia Non-Technical 
Skills (ANTS) programme. Jointly crafted by the 
University of Aberdeen Industrial Psychology 
Research Centre and the Scottish Clinical Simulation 
Centre, the ANTS handbook delineates the essential 
NTSs for anaesthesia trainees. It elucidates teamwork, 
task management, decision-making and situational 
awareness as the primary components, further breaking 
down each skill into specific elements. Emphasising 
the continuum from undergraduate to postgraduate 
levels, the handbook serves as a globally utilised 
resource by anaesthesiologists for imparting NTSs.[45] 
This handbook outlines the set of NTSs imperative for 
anaesthesia trainees to achieve competency in patient 
management during the perioperative period. Research 
affirms that the ANTS system exhibits satisfactory 
validity, reliability and usability in experimental 
settings, contingent upon users receiving adequate 
training in its application.[46]

Remote Simulation in Anaesthesia
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic 
presented unprecedented challenges to healthcare 
delivery and training methodologies. Amidst these 
challenges, innovative teaching and learning methods, 
notably in SBE, emerged as invaluable tools. SBE, in 
the form of telesimulation, proved instrumental in 
addressing the training needs during the pandemic. 
This approach mitigated the risk of patient exposure 
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for trainees and provided a secure learning 
environment.[47]

The simulation adaptation to online platforms 
gained widespread acceptance among simulationists, 
prompting many to consider its continued use 
even in the post-pandemic era.[48] The anaesthesia 
community embraced this shift, deploying novel 
team and skills training techniques.[49-51] The efficacy 
of these innovative approaches was substantiated by 
the demonstrated acquisition of knowledge and skills 
through this modality.[52]

VR training in anaesthesia
The terminology associated with VR, augmented 
reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) has evolved. 
Initially, any computer-based simulation environment, 
immersive or not, fell under the umbrella of VR 
simulators. Examples include interactive laparoscopic 
surgery or intubation simulators and screen-based 
simulation programmes. However, these terms will 
specifically refer to immersive environments for this 
review.

AR involves a real-world view overlaid with digital 
elements. Notable examples include Microsoft’s 
HoloLens and Google Lens, which are now integrated 
into mobile phones. CAE Healthcare’s mannequins 
and ultrasound simulators incorporate AR, allowing 
learners to visualise organ systems or a foetus within 
the mannequin to understand ultrasound images or 
the childbirth process better. MR combines real-world 
and digital elements, enabling interaction between 
physical and virtual components. In MR, learners 
can physically interact with virtual objects within 
the natural environment. For instance, arthroscopic 
simulators integrate physical structures with virtual 
elements, providing a tactile experience for learners.

VR immerses users in a fully digital environment 
through a headset that isolates them from the external 
world. This technology can recreate an entire operating 
theatre environment with virtual patients, surgeons 
and nurses, who can interact verbally and physically 
with the learner. Although not yet widespread in 
anaesthesia, VR is anticipated to grow, as evidenced 
by existing studies. For example, one study recreated 
an operating room fire to train nursing students to 
manage such emergencies, revealing the modality’s 
usefulness despite technical limitations.[53] Another 
study focused on VR-based peripheral nerve block 
simulation incorporating anatomical variations.[54]

A prospective study with dental students explored AR 
simulation for training in infiltrative anaesthesia. The 
authors found that AR improved syringe manipulation 
and control in students administering their first 
anaesthesia injection to paediatric patients, although 
it may not reduce acute stress.[55]

CONCLUSION

Simulation-based education encompasses diverse 
modalities, ranging from task trainers and simulated 
patients to sophisticated high-fidelity patient 
simulators. The integration of virtual reality and 
augmented reality simulators has further enriched this 
spectrum. The implementation of simulation-based 
education demands a significant investment of 
time and effort, coupled with essential faculty 
training, to ensure its efficacy. However, adopting 
a simulation-based curriculum yields substantial 
rewards, catalysing a noteworthy transformation 
in resident knowledge, skills and attitudes. This is 
particularly pronounced in cultivating non-technical 
teamwork skills during the perioperative period.

Given the inherent high-risk nature of anaesthesia, 
where effective teamwork is pivotal to averting 
adverse patient outcomes, simulation training 
becomes imperative. It is a collective responsibility 
for all anaesthesia faculty members to acknowledge 
the intrinsic value of  simulation-based education and 
leverage its potential to hone the capabilities of their 
residents.
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